The problem which we shall consider originated from a conjecture of S. Ulam. For x, p, integers, p a prime, let x^a (mod p) where -p/2<a<p/2; and define IHU^M* Then if T(x) is a mapping of the nonzero residues modulo p into themselves, we consider the following "approximate multiplicative relation" modulo p,
(1)
\\T(xy) -T(x)T(y)\\ p < k
where k is a fixed integer. The problem is to ascertain simple conditions under which the only solutions to (1) are given by (2) T(x) s x a (mod p).
Clearly, p must be larger than k in order that this be feasible. Also, if we give to T(x) any arbitrary set of integral values between 0 and k 112 we may obtain mappings satisfying (1) but not (2). This then indicates in a sense that the value domain of T(x) must not be too small in order that (2) follow from (1).
The results obtained in this note are derived essentially from the following very simple lemma.
LEMMA. If for T(x) a mapping of a semigroup G into a ring R we define
PROOF. For any x, y, z of G we obtain from the associativity of multiplication : (xy, z) and
T(xyz) == T(x)T(yz) + e(x, yz) = T(x)T(y)T(z) + T(x)e(y, z) + e(x, yz).
Comparing (5) and (6) yields (4). We note that in case both G and R are commutative, as they will be in our applications of the lemma, we have e(x, y) = e(y t x) and we may write (4) as (7) €(*, y)T(z) + e(z, xy) = e(;y, z)T(x) + e(x, yz).
To begin with we shall consider the case where T(x) is a mapping of the residues modulo n, which are prime to n, into themselves, where n is not necessarily prime. In this case we have the following theorem.
and (3) T(x) takes on more than Sk
2 distinct values, then
PROOF. Suppose that, for some two integers x u X2, (8) does not hold, so that
T(xix 2 ) = T(xi)T(x 2 ) + e(#i, x 2 ) (mod n)
where (9) ||e(*i, x 2 )\\ n < k and e(#i, x 2 )f^0 (mod n). We now apply the lemma to the case where G is the group of residues mod n which are prime to n> and R all residues. We get for any integer y,
x 2 )T(y) + e(y, XiX 2 ) s e(x 2 , y)T(xi) + e(xi, x 2 y)
where from hypothesis (1) we have ||e(^, ^iX2)|| n <fe, \\t(x 2 , y\\ n <k, and ||e(^i, ^2^)||n<fe. From the hypothesis &<min p | n p so that by (9) we see that (e(#i, x 2 ), n) = 1. Thus having fixed #i, x 2l e(xi, x 2 ) is fixed, and (10) determines the value of T{y) uniquely, modulo n. Clearly then T(y) could take on at most &k 2 distinct values, whence the theorem.
For the special case where n -p a , the power of an odd prime we get the following theorem. 2 ) A>1, and we have from (7), for i^j,
e(x, y)T{zi) + e(z h xy) = e(x, Zi)T(y) + e(y, *<*),
y)T(zj) + e(zj, xy) s e (x, Zj)T(y) + e(y, z 3 x).
Subtracting (11) and (12) gives for all x, y, i, j,
If for some x y i,j, e(x, Zi) ?£e(x, Zj), (13) implies that T(y) has a value domain of not more than 8k values, which contradicts the hypothesis. Hence for all x; i, j = l, • • • , A, (14) e(x, zi) = e (x, z,) .
This gives T(xzi) -T(x) T(zi) = T(xzj) -T(x) T(z 3 ) or (15) T(xzi) = T(xzj).
Replacing x by xzj 1 in (15) 
